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Abstract 

This paper is at the intersection of memes as the enactment of a light mood, and other 

terms like disaster, fear, absurdity, and tragedy. Capitalizing on Michael A. Peters’ ‘the 

anxieties of knowing’ in relation to disasters (COVID-19), this paper discusses the role of 

humor in shaping the catastrophic mood. The interplay of humor and disaster 

that (internet) memes entertain is at the core of what I call “memesis“. The creation of 

memes is analogous to the creation of texts that help learn and unlearn the disaster at hand 

(COVID-19 specifically) through the adding together of ingredients (text and image) that 

react like chemicals in a laboratory that often lead to a cartoonish explosion. This very 

creation is a primary component of the anxieties of knowing as a suffocating force that 

disrupts the production process of text. Memesis, this paper argues, is a form of self-

deprecating representation (and the world by default) that builds up on our fundamental 

existential anxieties; the anxieties, that is, of production and of consumption. If mimesis is 

a theatrical imitation of life through art, memesis comprises clownish renditions of life on 

a surreal stage of wild anxious performances and flying curtains replete with 

angst, uncertainty, and destruction. 
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